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RESUMO � O problema de lineariza�c�ao parcial �PLP�
�e tratado neste artigo� Neste problema� desejamos decom�
por um sistema n�ao control�avel em um subsistema linear
control�avel e um subsistema aut	onomo� que faz o papel
de subsistema n�ao control�avel� Para a classe de sistemas
parcialmente lineariz�aveis� mostramos que a in
u	encia do
subsistema n�ao control�avel pode ser sempre eliminada via
realimenta�c�ao de estado� No caso mais geral �em que o PLP
n�ao �e necessariamente sol�uvel�� mostramos uma decom�
posi�c�ao em parte control�avel�n�ao control�avel diretamente
relacionada com as integrais primeiras�

ABSTRACT � We de�ne and solve the Partial Lineariza�
tion Problem by static state feedback �PLP�� Our notion
of linearization is weaker than the one found in the liter�
ature� In fact� we want to transform a given system� via
static�state feedback and coordinate change� into a control�
lable linear system that is aected by a autonomous system�
which plays the role of its noncontrollable part�

For the class of nonlinear systems which is PLP solvable� we
show that the in
uence of the noncontrollable part in the
linear part can be always removed by a convenient static
state feedback� We construct another decomposition that
holds for a general �time�varying� nonlinear noncontrollable
systems consisting in a controllable subsystem and a non�
controllable one that is generated by a set of conservation
laws�
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� Introduction and Motivation

It is well known that� from the �input�to�state� point of
view� a linear control system can be decomposed� after
a convenient coordinates change� into two interconnected
subsystems� namely the noncontrollable and the control�
lable subsystems �Kailath� ������ �Wonham� ������ �Fliess�
����� �see also �Isidori� ������ �Nijmeijer and van der
Schaft� ����� for nonlinear systems�� The noncontrollable
subsystem is completely autonomous� i� e�� it is not aected
either by the input or by the controllable subsystem� The
situation can be illustrated by the structure of �gure ��

�

�
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Figura � � Structure of a noncontrollable system�

Consider now the class of linear time�invariant systems
with the state evolving on the linear space X � Then the
controllable and the noncontrollable subsystems that ap�
pear in this decomposition have� in some sense� an intrinsic
meaning��In fact� the controllable subsystem is the �restric�

�It is important to stress that the noncontrollable subsystem in the
state space approachcorresponds to a choice of a subspace 
X such that
the direct sum of 
X with the controllable space is the entire space	
This choice is not unique� but is unique up to an isomorphism	 In the
approach of �Fliess� ����� the noncontrollable space is represented by
the torsion submodule� being intrinsic	 The controllable subsystem is
in this case nonunique� but unique up to an isomorphism	



tion� of the system to the controllable subspace R and the
noncontrollable one is the �quotient� subsystem induced in
the quotient space X

R
� which is not aected by the input

�Wonham� ������ However� the in
uence of the noncon�
trollable subsystem on the controllable one can be changed
a lot by a similarity transformation that preserves the con�
trollable subspace �i�e� � it transforms a basis for the con�
trollable subspace into another basis for the controllable
subspace�� In fact� consider the following example�

Example � �Pereira da Silva� ����b� Consider the linear
system with state x�t� � �x��t�� x��t�� x��t��T � IR� and
input u�t� � IR given by

�x��t� � x��t� � x��t�
�x��t� � x��t� � u�t�
�x��t� � ��x��t�

Let z� � �x�� x��
T and z� � x�� Then the last equation can

be rewritten as

�z� � �A��z
� � �A��z

� � B�u ����a�

�z� � �A��z
� ����b�

where �A�� �

�
� �
� �

�
� �A�� �

�
��

�
� �A�� �

�
�
�

�
� and

B� �

�
�
�

�
�

It is easy to see that the subsystem ����a� is the controllable
subsystem of the given system and ����b� is the noncontrol�
lable one� The matrix �A�� represents the in	uence of the
noncontrollable subsystem on the controllable subsystem�

Now let �� � x�� �� � �x� � x� � x� and �� � x�� Set
� � ���� ��� ���� Then� � � Tx� where T is a nonsingular
matrix and we can write

��
�

��� � ��
��� � ��� � u
��� � ����

�����

In particular we see that the in	uence of the noncontrollable
subsystem on the controllable one can be canceled by the
regular state feedback u � �� � v�

In �Pereira da Silva� ����b� it is shown that the procedure
of the example � can be done for an arbitrary noncontrol�
lable linear system� i�e� � they have all the structure de�
picted in �gure �� This linear result is not explicitly stated
in the literature� but it is not di�cult to verify that this is
a consequence of theorem ��� of �Morse� ����� in the case
of C � ��

In this paper we will generalize these results� showing that
�essentially linear� systems have a similar structure� Our
results are closely related to the ones of �Marino et al�� �����
and �Marino� ����� for nonlinear a�ne systems �see propo�
sition �� of �Marino et al�� ����� and consider that � � ��
i� e�� the subvector �x� is absent�� However� our approach is
completely dierent� Furthermore� we are interested in the
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�
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Figura � � Structure of noncontrollable linear systems�

connections of these results with the ones of �Morse� ������
�Pereira da Silva� ����b� about canonical forms for linear
systems� which are not made clear in �Marino et al�� ������

To state precisely what we mean by �essentially linear��
let us consider the Problem of exact linearization of non�
linear systems� which has attracted a lot of attention over
the last two decades� This problem was completely solved
in its static�state feedback version �see �Jakubczyk and Re�
spondek� ������ �Hunt et al�� ������ but it remains open
in the dynamic feedback case �Charlet et al�� ������ �Shad�
wick� ������ �Charlet et al�� ������ Closed related to this
problem is the notion of 
atness �see �Fliess et al�� ����b��
�Fliess et al�� ����a��� It is important to point out the use�
fulness of the techniques of exterior calculus �Briant et al��
����� for the problem of exact linearization �see �Shadwick�
������ �Gardner and Shadwick� ������ �Sluis� ������ �Mar�
tin and Rouchon� ������ �Murray� ������ �Tilbury et al��
������ �Shadwick and Sluis� ������ �Aranda�Bricaire et al��
������ �van Nieuwstadt et al�� �������

In the usual terminology� �exact linearization� means that
we want to transform the system� via state�feedback and
coordinate change� into a completely controllable linear sys�
tem� In this paper we shall consider a weaker form of
this problem� which allows the transformation of the sys�
tem into a controllable linear system that is aected by an
autonomous� nonlinear system� We will show that the nec�
essary and su�cient conditions to solve this problem are
the same as the ones given in �Sluis� ������ �Shadwick and
Sluis� ����� apart from the assumption of considering the
system to be maximally nonholonomic �i�e� � strongly con�
trollable�� Under these conditions� we will show that the
in
uence of the noncontrollable subsystem on the �exact
linearized� subsystem can be always removed by a conve�
nient static state feedback� The techniques of the proof
of the last result are dierent from the ones in �Shadwick
and Sluis� ������ �Sluis� ����� since we do not use Goursat
canonical forms� Furthermore� similar techniques may be
useful to study the structure of implicit nonlinear systems
�Pereira da Silva� ����c��

It is known �see �Fliess et al�� ������ that a system is con�
trollable if and only if it does not admit conservation laws�
We construct a decomposition for �time varying� nonlinear
noncontrollable systems consisting in a controllable subsys�
tem �in the sense that it does not contain any conservation

�It is not reasonable to expect that the noncontrollable subsystem
of a nonlinear system can be exactly linearized since it is not a�ected
by the input and thus it is feedback�invariant	



law� and a subsystem with state variables w � �w�� � � � � wl�
formed by conservation laws� Furthermore� any conserva�
tion law of the system is a function of w�� � � � � wl�

The paper is organized as follows� In section � we present
the notations and some introductory remarks about dier�
ential geometry� In section � we consider some decomposi�
tions of linear systems� In section �� we give some geometric
de�nitions of feedbacks and we state the Partial Lineariza�
tion Problem �PLP�� In section �� the PLP is solved for
non�linear time�varying systems� In section � we present
some remarks about the time�invariant case� Finally� in
section � we consider a decomposition that holds for gen�
eral noncontrollable nonlinear systems�

� Mathematical background and notations

The �eld of real numbers will be denoted by IR� The set
of real matrices of n rows and m columns is denoted by
IRn�m� The matrix MT stands for the transpose of M �
The set of natural numbers f�� � � � � kg will be denoted by
bke�

We will use the standard notations of dierential geometry
and exterior algebra �Warner� ������ �Briant et al�� ������
Given a smooth manifoldP of dimension �� C��P� denotes
the set of smooth maps from P to IR� Let Q be a smooth
manifold of dimension � and let � � P �� Q be a smooth
mapping� The corresponding tangent and cotangent map�
ping will be denoted respectively by �� � TpP �� T��p�Q
and �� � T ���p�Q �� T �pP� Given a �eld f and a ��form 	 on

P� we denote 	�f� by hf� 	i� The set of smooth k�forms on
P will be denoted by �k�P� and ��P� � �k�IN�k�P��

Given two forms 
 and � in ��P�� then 
 � � denotes their
wedge multiplication� The exterior derivative of 
 � ��P�
will be denoted by d
� Note that the graded algebra ��P��
as well as their homogeneous elements �k�P� of degree k�
have a structure of C��P��module�

A smooth codistribution J is a C��P��submodule J �
���P�� Let p � P be a regular point of J and take a local
basis f
�� � � � � 
kg where f
��q�� � � � � 
k�q�g are IR�linearly
independent covectors for all q in some open neighborhood
U of p� Denoting two dierent local basis around p by col�
umn vectors 
 and �
� it is easy to verify that� for some open
neighborhood V of p� �
 � M
 where M is a matrix with
elements in C��P� such that M�q� is nonsingular for all
q � V �

It is worth recalling that one may regard the exterior dier�
entiation operator d as a map d � ���P� �� ���P�� Associ�
ated to a codistribution is the submodule S�J� � ���P� de�
�ned by S�J� � spanC��P� f
 � � j 
 � ���P� and � � Jg�

The quotient module ���P�
S�J�

plays an important role for

us and this will be clear very soon� By simplicity� we

denote the elements of ���P�
S�J� by �� mod J�� instead of

�� mod S�J��� Note that �� mod J� � �� mod J� if and
only if � � � �

P
�nite 
i � �i for convenient ��forms 
i � J

and �i � ���P�� Given a smooth codistribution J � de�ne

the map �d � J �� ���P�
S�J� by �d
 � d
 mod J � It is easy to

show that �d��
� � �
�� � � �d�
�� � � �d�
��� In other
words� �d is a morphism of C��P��modules� The kernel of

the morphism �d � J �� ���P�
S�J� is a C��P��submodule of J

and so is a smooth codistribution� which is denoted by �J �
It follows that

�J � spanC��P� f	 � J jd	 mod J � �g � �����

Note that� by the Frob enius theorem� a nonsingular codis�
tribution J is integrable if and only if it is involutive� i�e� �
�J � J �

Let p be a nonsingular point of a codistribution J and let
the pointwise linearly independent one forms f
�� � � � � 
kg
be a basis for J in an open neighborhood U of p� Let
f
�� � � � � 
k� 
k��� � � � � 
�g be a basis for T �U for some open
neighborhood U of p� Note that

B � f
i � 
j j i � b�e� i � j 	 �g

is a basis for ���U � �as a C��U ��module�� So we can locally
write �

d
� �
kX

i	�

�X
j	i��

�ij
i�
j�
�X

i	k��

�X
j	i��

��ij
i�
j �� � bke�

�����
where �ij and ��ij are convenient smooth functions and
equation ����� corresponds to the expression of d
� in this
basis� Note also that

�B � f
i � 
j mod J j i � fk� �� � � � � �g� i � j 	 �g �����

is a basis for ���U�
S�J� � Hence� for each � � bke we can repre�

sent �d
� in this basis by column vectors �� for � � �� � � � � k
with elements obtained from the functions ��ij of equation

������ We can also construct a matrix � � !�� � � ��k" formed
by the column vectors ��� for � � �� � � � � k� Note that � is
a matrix with C�

��k rows and k columns that represents

the morphism �d � J �� ���U�
S�J�

� i�e� � if 	 �
Pk

i	� ai
i � J �

then �d	 when represented in the basis ����� is given by the
column vector �a� where a � �a�� � � � � ak�T � In particular�
	 � �J � ker �d if and only if

�a � �� �����

Giving a submodule S of ��P� and p � P� S�p� denotes the
IR�linear subspace of �p�P� giving by spanIR f��p�j� � Sg�
In particular� if J is a codistribution� J�p� denotes the sub�
space of T �pP giving by spanIR f	�p�j	 � Jg�

For every p � P� let J ����p� be the subspace of T �p P given
by

J ����p� � spanIRf	�p� j 	 � J� such that
d	�p� mod J�p� � �g�

�����

where d	�p� mod J�p� denotes the canonical projection of

d	�p� in ���p�
S�J��p� � In other words� d	�p� mod J�p� � � if

and only if d	�p� �
P

finite

i � �ijp for convenient ��forms


i � J and � � ���P��

It is now clear that� if the rank of � is locally constant
around some p � P� then p is a nonsingular point of J ���



and dimJ ����q� is equal to dimker ��q� for q in some open
neighborhood of p� Note also that J is involutive if and
only if � � ��

The rank of the matrix ��q� in a point q � U does not
depend on the particular basis 
 � f
�� � � � � 
�g for T �U
chosen� since a dierent choice of basis� say �
� will produce
a matrix �� � A�B where A�p�� B�p� are nonsingular for
p in an open neighborhood of q� So the matrix � is �an
intrinsic� object�

It is easy to show from equation ����� that� if q is a regular
point of J ��� then� for any p in an open neighborhood V

of q� we have J ��� � span
n
	�p�j	 � �J

o
� In other words�

apart from singular points of J ���� the equations ����� and
����� de�ne the same codistribution�

The following useful result is known as �Cartan Lemma�
��Warner� ������ p��� ex� ���� Let 	�� � � � � 	r � ���P� be
independent pointwise� Assume that there exist one forms

�� � � � � 
r such that

Pr

i	� 
i � 	i � �� Then there exist
functions aij � C��P�� with aij � aji� such that 
i �Pr

j	� aij	j �i � �� � � � � r�� The same result is also valid

pointwise� i�e� �
Pr

i	� 
i � 	ijp � � implies that 
i�p� �Pr

j	� aij	j�p� �i � �� � � � � r� for convenient aij � aji � IR�

� Linear Systems

We open this section by showing that we can always con�
struct a decomposition of linear control system in the con�
trollable and noncontrollable subsystems in such a way that
the in
uence of the noncontrollable subsystem in the con�
trollable subsystem can be canceled by a convenient static�
state feedback� This result can be deduced from theorem
��� of �Morse� ����� when C � �� However� it seems inter�
esting to give an elementary proof of this fact�

Theorem � �Pereira da Silva� ����b� Given a linear sys�
tem �A�B� which is not completely controllable� there ex�
ists a similarity transformation T and a regular static�state
feedback u � Fx � Gv� where G is a nonsingular square
matrix� such that

T���A �BF �T �

�
�A�� �

� �A��

�
����a�

T��BG �

�
�B�

�

�
����b�

where the pair � �A��� �B�� is controllable and is in the
Brunovsky canonical form �Brunovsky� ��
���

Proof� Let BR � fr�� � � � � rkg be a basis� for R �
Im
�
B AB � � �An��B

	
and complete this basis to a basis

BX � fr�� � � � � rk� � � � � 	x�� � � � � 	xn�kg for the entire state
space X � It is well known that� when written in the ba�
sis BX � the pair �A�B� is of the form ����a�#����b� and
the pair � �A��� �B�� is controllable� Up to an application of

�Recall that R is feedback invariant �Wonham� ����	

a convenient regular static�state feedback� we can assume
that this pair is in the Brunovsky canonical form i�e� � the
equations of the system in a new basis are of the form �see
�Brunovsky� ������ �

�zij � zij�� � ijz
m�� j � b�i � �e ����a�

�zi�i � i�iz
m�� � vi ����b�

�zm�� � �A��z
m�� ����c�

where i � bme� z �


�z��

T
� � � � � �zm�T � �zm���

T
�T

is the

state vector� zi �
�
zi�� � � � � zi�i

�T
� IR�i � i � bme� zm�� �

IR�n�k�� v � �v�� � � � � vm�T is the input� and ij � IR���n�k��
j � b�ie are convenient row vectors�

Let �i� � zi� and set �ij�� � ��ij for i � bme and j � b�i � �e�

Denote the vectors ��i�� � � � � �
i
�i
�T by �i for i � bme and set

�m�� � zm��� Then using ����a� and ����c� it is easy to
verify that

�ij � zij � �ijz
m�� � j � b�ie �����

for convenient row vectors �ij � IR���n�k� and i � bme� By

the de�nition of the �ij$s� from ����� with j � �i and from
����b� and ����c�� we can write for i � bme �

��ij � �ij�� � j � b�i � �e ����a�

��i�i � �i�m�� � vi ����b�

��m�� � �A���
m�� ����c�

for convenient row vectors �i � IR���n�k� and i � bme�

Let T � IRn�n be the square matrix such that � �

Tz where � �


����

T
� � � � � ��m�T � ��m���

T
�T

and z �

�z��

T
� � � � � �zm�T � �zm���

T
�T

� From ����� and from the

fact that �m�� � zm�� it is clear that the matrix T is block
triangular and the blocks of the diagonal are identity matri�
ces of adequate dimension� In particular� T is nonsingular�
The proof may be completed by noting from equation ����b�
that the static state feedback vi � ��i�m�� � �i� i � bme�
where � � ���� � � � � �m�

T is the new input� furnishes a closed
loop system with state � and ouput � of the form ����a��
����b�� �

The theorem � may be restated using the terminology of the
geometric approach of �Wonham� ������ in the following
form �

Corollary � �Pereira da Silva� ����b� Let �A�B� be a
noncontrollable linear system and denote its state space by
X � Let R � ImB � ImAB � � � �� ImAn��B� Then there
exists an �A�B��invariant subspace 	R such that X � R
 	R�

Remark � In the module�theoretic approach of Fliess
�Fliess� ������ �Fliess� ������ a time�invariant linear sys�
tem is by denition a IR! d

dt
"�module �� Since � is a prin�

cipal ideal domain� it can be decomposed as a direct sum
� � L 
 T where L is a free module and T is a torsion



module� The submodule L plays the role of its controllable
subsystem and T the noncontrollable one� The direct sum
of this decomposition means that L and T are completely
independent from each other� So this can be considered
as a very elegant version of the theorem � under endoge�
nous feedback transformations �Fliess et al�� ����b�� �Fliess
et al�� ������ However� some extra work� already done in
the proof of theorem �� is necessary to show that the same
result is valid when one considers only the class of regular
static�state feedback transformations�

Remark � A system is controllable if and only if it does
not have conservation laws
 �see �Fliess et al�� �������
Note that every noncontrollable nonlinear system of the
form ����a������b� have conservation laws of the form w� �

e�
�A��tz�� In fact� since e�

�A��t �A�� � �A��e
� �A��t note that

d
dt
w� � �� Note also that the transformation w � T �t�z

such that �
�

w�

w�

�
�

�
I �

� e�
�A��t

��
z�

z�

�

can be considered as a time�varying similarity transforma�
tion� We can write

�w� � �A��w
� � �A��e

�A��tw� �B�u ����a�

�w� � � ����b�

We will show that a general nonlinear system can be always
decomposed in similar way�

� The Partial Linearization Problem

A �time varying� nonlinear system is a set of dierential
equations of the form�

�t � �
�xi�t� � fi�t� x��t�� � � � � xn�t�� u�t�� � i � bne

�����

where fi � IR � X � U �� IR are smooth functions of the
state x�t� � �x��t�� � � � � xn�t�� � X and the input u�t� �
�u��t�� � � � � um�t�� � U �� IRm for i � bne� For simplicity�
we shall consider that the state x�t� � �x��t�� � � � � xn�t��
evolves in an open subset X of IRn�

Let M � IR�X and N � IR�X �U be smooth manifolds
with canonical coordinates given respectively by �t� x� and
�t� x� u�� Let f be the Cartan �eld on N given by

�

�t
�

nX
i	�

fi�t� x� u�
�

xi
�����

By de�nition� hdt� fi � �� Now� let � � N �� M be
the canonical projection� Using the coordinates �t� x� u�
for N and �t� x� for M we have ��t� x� u� � �t� x�� Let

�A conservation law here means a �rst integral	

�Since our aim here is to develop a canonical form under a class
of transformations� we do not care about the functional space of the
input u���	

�Since we will develop local results� one may consider that x�t�
evolves on a smooth manifold without any problem	

p � ���� �� �� N be a smooth curve on N � Denote� as
usual�� ��  p�t����d�dt� by ���p�t��� Notice that the equa�
tions ����� corresponds to the dierential equation given by
���p�t�� � ��f�p�� where p � N � when written with the
same choice of coordinates for N and M above�

De�nition � A �time varying� state transformation is a
new local chart of M � IR � X of the form �t� z�� A �lo�
cal� static state feedback transformation� or �local� feed�
back transformation for short� is a new local chart of
N � IR�X �U of the form �t� z� v� where �t� z� is a �local�
state transformation�

Note that the last de�nition is a notion of regular feed�
back� since �locally� there exists smooth maps u � �t� z� v�
and v � ��t� x� u�� The dierential equation ���p�t�� �
��f�p�t��� written in the coordinates �t� z� v� for N and
�t� z� for M is called the closed loop system� For instance�
when z � x� we have that the the closed loop system is
given by the equations

�t � �
�xi�t� � fi�t� x��t�� � � � � xn�t�� �t� x�t�� v�t��� � i � bne

�����
We stress that our notion of state feedback corresponds to
a change of coordinates of N � Hence the Cartan �eld f
and all the notions related to f are feedback�invariant by
de�nition� It is important to point out that our notions
of state transformation and static�state feedback are time�
varying and local around some operation point �t�� x�� u���
In particular� these de�nitions are also local in time�

We are now able to state our version of the the problem of
exact linearization �

De�nition � �Partial Linearization Problem # PLP� Giv�
ing a nonlinear system� the PLP is the problem of nding
a local feedback transformation �t� �w� z�� v� in a such a
way that the closed loop system� locally around an opera�
tion point �t�� x�� u�� be of the form �

�t � �
�w�t� � A��w�t� �B�v�t� �B�y�t�
�z�t� � A���t� z�t��
y�t� � A���t� z�t��

�����

where �w�t�� z�t�� � IRn� v�t� � IRm� y�t� � IRs� A�� B�

and B� are real matrices of convenient dimensions�� the
pair �A��� B�� is controllable and A�� and A�� are smooth
mappings depending on t and z�

Note that the equation �z�t� � A���t� z�t�� plays the role of a
�perhaps nonlinear� noncontrollable subsystem� The vector
y�t� can be considered as an output of the noncontrollable
subsystem and as an input for the linear subsystem�

�See def	 	�� p	 �� of �Warner� ���	

�There is no loss of generality� by choosing s � n� if one considers
B� equal to the indentity matrix	



� Solution of the PLP � time varying sys�
tems

It is well known from the literature that the derived 
ag is
a geometric invariant of a nonlinear system that is closed
related to the exact linearization problem� The derived 
ag
is a sequence of smooth codistributions on N that can be
de�ned in the following way��

I���� � span ffg� ����a�

I��� � I���� � span fdt� dxg ����b�

I�i��p� � span
n
	�p� � I�i���j	 � I�i��� and

d	�p� mod I�i����p� � �
o

i � �� ����c�

Note that equation ����c� corresponds to the successive ap�
plications of ����� with J � I�i��� and J ��� � I�i� Note also
that I���� is of dimension n�m� since is has codimension
� and the manifold N is of dimension n �m � �� Further�
more it is clear that for any function � in C��N �� then the
��form 	 � �d� � Lf �dt� is in I����� Hence it is easy to
verify that

I���� � span f�dxi � fi�t� x� u�dt�� duj � i � bne� j �
bmeg

I��� � span f�dxi � fi�t� x� u�dt� � i � bneg

Notice that I��� coincides with the de�nition of the Pfaf�
�an system derived from a given nonlinear system �Gard�
ner and Shadwick� ������ �Sluis� ������ �Tilbury et al��
������ We stress that� by de�nition� I�k��� � I�k�� If
the codistributions I�k� are all nonsingular for k � IN �
then there exists some N � called the holonomy index� such
that I�N� � I�N���� The codistribution I�N� is called the
bottom derived system and it is easy to show that I�N�

is the maximal involutive codistribution contained in I����
If I�N� � �� the system is said to be maximally nonholo�
nomic� In this paper we will consider the case where I�N� is
non trivial� i�e� � the system is not controllable�� �Aranda�
Bricaire et al�� ������ �Tilbury et al�� ������

The system is said to be well formed if all the inputs aect
the system independently� i�e� � that �f

�u
has rankm where f

is the column vector of functions fi of ������ that represents
the Cartan �eld written in coordinates� It is easy to show
that this is equivalent to say that

span fdt� dxi� dfi � i � bneg � span fdtg� I���� �����

or equivalently��

I��� � Lf I
��� � I���� �����

	Here we give a geometric de�nition that is slightly di�erent from
the one given in the literature	 Note that span ffg� denotes the
kernel of the morphism of C��N ��modules � � T �N �� C��N � such
that ���� � hf��i� and hence is a codistribution	

�
Since I�N� is involutive� locally around its regular points it is
spanned by exact covector �elds fd�i � i � � � � � � kg	 Since� I�N� �

I���� � span ffg� we have hd�i� fi � � for i � � � � � � k	 Hence
��i � hd�i� fi � � and so the system cannot be strongly controllable
because it possesses a nontrivial conservation law �Fliess et al	� ����	

��The equation obtained from ��	�� by summing� in both sides� the
codistribution span fdtg is easily seen to be equivalent to the equation
��	��	 After that� one obtains ��	�� by observing thatLf I

���� � I����

and I����� span fdtg � f�g �see lemma � part �ii� in the Appendix�	

If we assume that the matrix B� in the equation �����
has full column rank m� it follows easily that ����� is well
formed� So we shall assume� without loss of generality that
the system is well formed� since it is a necessary condition
to solve the PLP�

We can assume that� after some feedback transformation�
the pair �A��� B�� in the equation ����� is given in a
Brunovsky canonical form� i�e� � this system can be rewrit�
ten in the form��

�t � ������
����

�w�
k�ik

� w�
k�ik

� ��k�ik�t� z�

�w�
k�ik

� w�
k�ik

� ��k�ik�t� z�
���

�w
�N�k��
k�ik

� vk�ik � �
�N�k��
k�ik

�t� z�

�z � A���t� z�

�����

where k � b �N e and ik � bs �N�ke for some integer �N for

which
P �N

k	� s �N�k � m and the integers s �N�k � �� Com�
puting the derived 
ag for the system ����� is a tedious but
straightforward work and it is easy to verify that

span fdtg� I�
�N�r� � span fdt� dzg � r � �

span fdtg� I�
�N�r� �

n
dt� dz� dwj

k�ik
j k � bre�

ik � bs �N�ke� j � br � k � �e

�

� � r 	 �N

In particular the codistributions span
�
I�k�� dt


are nonsin�

gular and involutive for all k � IN � These are in fact the
necessary and su�cient conditions for the solution of the
PLP�

Theorem � The PLP is locally solvable around an op�
eration point �t�� x�� u�� if and only if the codistributions
span

�
I�k�� dt


are nonsingular and involutive for all k � IN

in some open neighborhood of �t�� x�� u���

To prove the theorem � we need some auxiliary results that
are presented in the following proposition� For convenience�
their proofs are deferred to the Appendix�

Proposition � Under the conditions of the theorem �� we
have �

�i� For all k � IN there exists a set of pointwise independent
covector elds f	�� � � � � 	rkg where 	i � �d�i � Lf�idt��
with �i � C��N �� such that we locally have I�k� �
span f	�� � � � � 	rkg�

�ii� If 	 is of the form �d� � Lf�dt� for a function � �
C��N �� then 	 � I�k��� if and only if Lf	 � I�k�� In
particular I�k� � I�k��� � Lf I

�k����

�iii� Let f	�� � � � � 	rg � I�k��� be a set of ��forms such
that 	i � �d�i � Lf �idt�� where �i � C��N �� Assume

��The choice of the notation used to represent the Brunovskycanon�
ical form here is compatible with the one of the proof of theorem �	



that the set f	��p�� � � � � 	r�p�g is linearly independent��

mod I�k��p�� Then fLf	��p�� � � � � Lf	r�p�g � I�k����p�
is linearly independent mod I�k����p��

Proof� �Of theorem � � We need only to prove the su��
ciency�

Let N � IN be the smallest integer such that I�k� � I�k���

for all k � N � Since span
�
I�N�� dt


is involutive� by

the Frob enius theorem there exists a set of functions z �
�z�� � � � � zl� � C��N � such that fdz�� � � � � dzl� dtg is a basis
for span

�
I�N�� dt


� By proposition � part �i� we have that

the set
BN � fdzi � Lfzidt j i � bleg

is a basis for I�N�� By proposition � part �ii�� note that
Lf �dzi � Lf zidt� � I�N� � I�N���� Then� dLfzi �
span

�
I�N�� dt


and we can �locally� write

�zi � Ai
���t� z�� � � � � zl�

for convenient smooth functions Ai
�� de�ned on an open

neighborhood of �t�� x�� u��� By proposition � part �i�� we
can complete the set BN to a basis BN�� for I�N��� of the
form

BN�� � f�dzi � Lfzidt�� �d���i� � Lf ���i�dt�j i � ble�
i� � bsN��eg

By proposition � parts �ii� and �iii� it is clear that the set

f�dzi � Lf zidt�� �d���i� � Lf���i�dt�� �dLf���i� � L�
f���i�dt�j

i � ble� i� � bsN��eg

is in I�N��� and is linearly independent� So� by proposition
� part �i�� the last set may be completed to a basis

BN�� � f�dzi � Lf zidt�� �d���i� � Lf ���i�dt��
�dLf ���i� � L�

f ���i�dt�� �d���i� � Lf���i�dt�j
i � ble� i� � bsN��e� i� � bsN��eg

for I�N���� Continuing in this way� we will construct in the
r�th step a basis for I�N�r� of the form

BN�r � f�dzi � Lf zidt�� �dL
j��
f �k�ik � Ljf �k�ikdt�j

i � ble� k � bre� ik � bsN�ke� j � br � k � �eg
�����

In particular� it follows for r � N that dimI��� � l �PN

k	��N � k � ��sN�k� Note that Lf �d� � Lf �dt� � I����

for any smooth function �� Hence� from the equation ������
we conclude that

I���� � spanfB�� �dL
N�k��
f �k�ik � LN�k��f �k�ikdt��

k � bNe� ik � bsN�keg
�����

where B� is a basis for I��� of the form ����� for r � N � On
the other hand the setn
�dLN�k��f �k�ik � LN�k��f �k�ikdt�� k � bNe� ik � bsN�ke

o

��The linear independenceof the set f���p�� � � � � �r�p�gmod I�k��p�

for some p � N means that �
Pr

i�
�i�i�p� � ��p��

��
p
� � for � � I�k�

and �i � IR implies that ��p� � � and �i � �	

must be independent mod I���� otherwise� by proposition
� part �iii� the set

n
�dLN�kf �k�ik � LN�k��f �k�ikdt�� k � bNe� ik � bsN�ke

o

which is a subset of B�� would be dependent mod I����
We conclude that the set on the left hand side of equation
����� is a basis for I����� In particular we have dimI���� �

dimI��� �
PN

k	� sN�k Since dimI��� � n and dim I���� �

n�m� we conclude that
PN

k	� sN�k � m� Now de�ne the
set of m �input� functions

v �
n
vk�ik j vk�ik � LN�k��f �k�ik � k � bNe� ik � bsN�ke

o

and the set of �state� functions �w� z�� where

w � fwj

k�ik
� Lj��f �k�ik � k � bNe�

ik � bsN�ke� j � bN � k � �eg

and z � �z�� � � � � zl�� By construction of B� �see eq� �����
for r � N � it is clear that the functions �t� �w� z�� form a
new local chart for M and the functions �t� �w� z�� v� form
a new local chart for N � So� these local charts de�ne a
regular static�state feedback transformation and in these
coordinates the system ����� reads �

�t � ������
����

�w�
k�ik

� w�
k�ik

�w�
k�ik

� w�
k�ik

���

�wN�k��
k�ik

� vk�ik

� k � bNe� ik � bsN�ke

�z � A���t� z�
�����
�

Note that� if the PLP is solvable� the equation ����� means
that the in
uence of the noncontrollable subsystem �repre�
sented by the functions �j

k�ik
�t� z� in equation ����� or the

map A���t� z� in the equation ������ can be removed by a
convenient choice of a static�state feedback transformation�

Example � Consider the equations of spacecraft attitude
control �Nijmeijer and van der Schaft� ������ �Crouch�
����� �

�A � AS��� �����

J �� � �S���J� � u �����

where A�t� is a �� � matrix with row vectors given by ai �
�ai� � ai� � ai��

T � i � f�� �� �g� J is the inertia matrix� which

is symmetric and positive denite� � � ���� ��� ���
T
is

the angular velocity� u � IR� is the input �control torques��
and S��� is the skew�symmetric matrix

S��� �

�
� � ��� ��

�� � ���

��� �� �

�
� �

Note that d
dt
�AAT � � �AAT � A �AT � AS���AT �

AS���TAT � �� Hence� if the initial condition A�t��
is an orthogonal matrix �this is true for the real problem



of attitude control�� then A�t� will be orthogonal for all
t � t�� Let us consider the equations ����� � ����� from
a formal point of view� i�e� � we will not assume that the
initial condition A�t�� is orthogonal� So the state vector
is �a�� � � � � � a��� ��� ��� ���� being of dimension ��� Let

ij � aiaj

T � i � f�� �� �g� j � f�� � � � � ig� Note that �
i � ��

Calculating the derived 	ag for this system one obtains

I��� � span
�
�daij � �aijdt�� �d�i � ��idt�ji� j � f�� �� �g


I��� � span

�
�daij � �aijdt�j i� j � f�� �� �g


I��� � span fd
ij j i � f�� �� �g� j � f�� � � � � igg

� I���

Generically �for every point for which A is nonsingular��
we have dim I��� � ��� dim I��� � �� dim I��� � �� Fur�
thermore we see that the distributions span

�
I�k�� dt


are

spanned by exact covector elds and hence are involutive�
From the proof of theorem �� equation ����� and from the

fact that dimI�r� � dimI�N� �
PN�r

k	� �N � k � ��sN�k we
see that s� � � and s� � � and so� around any point such
that A is a nonsingular matrix� this system has a canonical
form given by

�t � ��
�w�
i � w�

i

�w�
i � vi

� i � f�� �� �g

�
ij � � � i � f�� �� �g� j � f�� � � � � ig

������

Remark � �
 Example � may be considered using the dif�
ferential algebraic approach of Fliess �Fliess� ������ In fact
let k � IR be the ground eld and consider the system ������
����� denoted by K �k � Denote by L the subeld of K formed
by the elements that are di�erentially algebraic over k� The
elements 
 � f
ij� �i � �� �� �� j � �� � � � � i�g are in L� Fur�
thermore� 
 is a �nondi�erential� transcendence basis for
L �k � Since L is not algebraic over k� it is clear that the
system K �k is not 	at �Fliess et al�� ������ �Fliess et al��
����b�� However if we take %k � kh
i as a new ground
eld� then K

�
%k is a 	at system� In fact� from the equation

AAT � 
 it is easy to show that we can choose three ele�
ments �� �� � of the matrix A in a such way that all the
other elements can be determined from 
 and i �this is a
simple problem of Euclidian Geometry since the matrix 

contains the information of the lenghts and angles between
the row vectors of A�� After that� it is easy to show that
�� �� � is a 	at output of the system K

�
%k �

� Solution of the PLP � time�invariant sys�
tems

For time invariant systems� i�e� � systems of the form �����
for which the functions fi do not depend�� on t� then it is
easy to show that� if the PLP is solvable� the state transfor�
mation and the state feedback that solve the PLP are also

��The subject of this remark is based in a conversation between
Michel Fliess� Michel Petitot and me in the Laboratoire des Signaux
et Syst�emes CNRS � Gif�sur�Yvette� France in ���	

��Let � � IR� X � U �� X � U be the canonical projection	 Then
f is time invariant if and only if f is � �related with some �eld �f on
X � U	

time invariant �and in particular are not local in time�� This
means that there is no gain in generality of seeking time�
varying solutions for time�invariant systems� Although this
is not surprising� let us sketch the proof of this fact as a
corollary of our previous results�

Examining the proof of theorem �� it is easy to see that it
su�ces to show that the functions �i of proposition � part
�i� are such that d�i � span fdxg� In fact we only have to
prove the following result �

Proposition � Assume that the system ����� is time�
invariant� Then� under the conditions of the theorem ��
for all k � IN there exists a set of pointwise independent
covector elds f	�� � � � � 	rkg where 	i � �d�i � Lf�idt��
�i � C��N �� span fd�ig � span fdxg and we locally have
I�k� � span f	�� � � � � 	rkg

Proof� Assume that this is true for k� i�e� � I�k� �
span fd�i � Lf �idt j i � brkeg� and d�i � span fdxg� As
dLf �i � span fdx� dug� in order to compute a basis B �
f	i j i � �� � � � � rk��g for I�k���� we must solve the equa�
tion ����� in the case where the components of � are time
invariant� Hence we can construct a basis B in such a way
that

	i �

rkX
j	�

aij�d�j � Lf �jdt� �����

where aij are time invariant smooth functions� i�e� � daij �
span fdx� dug�

Now de�ne the canonical insertion �t � X�U �� IR�X�U �
N such that �t�x� u� � �t� x� u�� As the �pull back�
��t � ��N � �� ��X � U� is a map that commutes with
the exterior derivation d �see proposition ���� of �Warner�
������� it follows that it maps involutive codistributions
into involutive codistributions� By construction� for all
� � X � U we have that ��t j�t��� � T ��t���N �� T �� �X � U�

is a linear mapping with ker ��t j�t��� � span fdtgj
p
� So�

by lemma � part �ii� it is easy to show that ��t maps
�I�k��� � span fdtg� into a nonsingular codistribution� Let
�I�k��� � ��t �I

�k����span fdtg�� It follows that �I�k��� is in�
tegrable� Since we have a basis for I�k��� of the form �����
with daij � span fdx� dug and d�i � span fdxg� it follows

that �I�k��� � span fdxg and �I�k��� is time invariant� i�e� �
�I�k��� � ��t��I

�k��� � span fdtg� � ��t��I
�k��� � span fdtg�

for all t�� t� � IR� By the Frob enius theorem� there exists
smooth functions ��i� �i � �� � � � rk��� such that we locally
have �I�k��� � span

�
d���� � � � � d��rk��


� Let � � IR�X �U ��

X � U be the canonical projection� Let �i � ����i � ��i  � �
Then it is easy to show that

�
d�i� � � �d�rk�� � dt


is a local

basis for �I�k����span fdtg�� The application of the idea of
the proof of proposition � part �i� shows the desired result
for k � � and this �nishes the proof� �

	 Controllability and conservation laws

As claimed in the remark � of section �� a reasonable def�
inition of controllability is to say that a system does not
possess any conservation law �Fliess et al�� ������



Assume that a system is given in the form of its
state representation ������ A conservation law is a
function ��t� x� u� �u� � � � � u�k�� such that d

dt
� � ��

�t
�Pn

i	�
��
�xi

fi�t� x� u� �
Pm

i	�

Pk

j	�
��

�u
�j�
i

u�j��� � � for any

admissible trajectory of the system� Assuming that the
inputs are dierentially independent� which is a quite nat�
ural asumption �Fliess et al�� ������ �Fliess� ����� it is not
di�cult to show that there is no conservation law depend�
ing on the input u or on its derivatives of any order� Hence�
any conservation law of a system in the form ����� is a func�
tion ��t� x�� depending only on time and state� The next
proposition shows that the codistribution I�N� is spanned
by the dierentials of the conservation laws�

Proposition � Consider a system ����� for which I�N� of
section � is well dened and is nonsingular� Then� the func�
tion � is a conservation law for the system ��� if and only
if d� is in I�N��

Proof� Since I�N� � I���� � span ffg�� then if d� � I�N�

we see that �� � hd�� fi � �� Now assume �� � Lf� � �
Then by proposition � part �iii� it follows easily that d� �
d�� Lf�dt is such that d� is in I�j� for j � �� �� �� � � �� In
particular d� � I�N�� As I�N� is integrable� it follows that
it is spanned by the dierentials of the conservation laws�
�

Proposition � Consider a system ����� for which I�N� of
section � is well dened and is nonsingular� Then there
exists a local state transformation �t� �z�� z��� in a way that
the system written in these coordinates reads

�t � �
�z��t� � g�t� z��t�� z��t�� u�t��
�z��t� � �

�����

Furthermore there is no conservation law depending on z��
In other words� for each initial condition z�� � z��t��� the
system

�t � �
�z��t� � g�t� z��t�� z�� � u�t��

�����

is controllable�

Proof� By the last proposition� there exists a set z� �
fz�� � � � � � z

�
l g of conservation laws in a way that I�N� �

span
�
dz�� � � � � � dz

�
l


� We can complete� by choosing a con�

venient subset z� � fxi�� � � � � xin�lg of the state functions�
the set fdt� dz�g to a basis fdt� dz�� dz�g of span fdt� dxg� It
is clear that �t� z�� z�� is a local state transformation having
the claimed properties� �

Remark � Applying the proposition � to any autonomous
system ���t� � A�� �t� ��t��� one can always nd a state�
transformation �t� z� such that the corresponding equations
are of the form �z � � In fact� it is easy to see that� in this
case I��� � I�k� are involutive and nonsingular for all k �

IN � Applying this ideas to the noncontrollable subsystem
of ������ if the PLP is solvable� we obtain a canonical form
given by

�t � ������
����

�w�
k�ik

� w�
k�ik

�w�
k�ik

� w�
k�ik

���

�wN�k��
k�ik

� vk�ik

� k � bNe� ik � bsN�ke

�z � �
�����
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 Appendix � auxiliary results and proofs

Lemma � For any integer k � �� and p � N � we
have �



�i�
�
I�k� � span fdtg

���
p
� I�����p� � I�k��p��

�ii� I�k��p� � span fdtgjp � f�g

Proof� �i� Let 	�p� � �I�k� � span fdtg�
��
p
�I�����p�� Then

	 � ��p� � �dtjp where � � I�k� and � � C��N �� Then
h	� fijp � h�� fijp��hdt� fijp� Since hdt� fi � � and I�k� �

I���� � span ffg�� it follows that ��p� � � and hence
	�p� � ��p� � I�k��p��
�ii� Let 	�p� � I�k� � span fdtg� Hence 	�p� � ��p�dt� So
h	� fijp � ��p� � �� �

Proof of proposition ��

Part �i�� By the Frob enius theorem we see that
span

�
I�k�� dt


is spanned by some linearly independent ��

forms fdt� d��� � � � � d�rkg� where �i � C��N � are conve�
nient functions� Note that 	i � �d�i � Lf �idt� � I�����
From lemma �� it follows that 	i � I�k�� Since I�k� � I����

and I���� � span fdtg � f�g we see that dimI�k� � rk� To
complete the proof of �i� it su�ces to show that the set
f	�� � � �	kg is linearly independent pointwise� In fact� as�
sume that

Prk
i	� ai�d�i � Lf �idt� � � in some p � N � This

implies that the set fdt� d��� � � � � d�rkg is linearly dependent
at this point�

Part �ii�� We show �rst that we have

d	�p� mod I�k��p� � � Lf	 � dtj
p
mod I�k��p� �����

for all p � N � For� by �i�� note that 	 �
Prk

i	� i�d�i �
Lf �idt� for convenient functions i� �i � C��N �� So�

d	�p� mod I�k��p� � !
Prk

i	� di � �d�i � Lf �idt��
idLf �i � dt"j

p
mod I�k��p�

Note that di � �d�i � Lf �idt�jp mod I�k��p� � �� Hence�

d	�p� mod I�k��p� �
Prk

i	��idLf �i � dtj
p

mod I�k��p��
Now observe that

Lf	 � dt � Lf !
Prk

i	� i�d�i � Lf �idt�" � dt
� !
Prk

i	�Lfi�d�i � Lf �idt�" � dt�
f
Prk

i	� i!dLf�i � �Lf �i�dLf t� �L�
f �i�dt"g � dt�

Since !
Prk

i	� Lfi�d�i � Lf �idt�"jp � I�k��p�� we see that

!

rkX
i	�

Lfi�d�i � Lf�idt�"� dt

�����
p

mod I�k��p� � ��

As dLf t � d��� � � and L�
f �idt � dt � �� we conclude that

����� is true�

Now we will show that

	�p� � I�k����p� if and only if
Lf	�p� � span

�
I�k�� dt


�p� for all p � N �

�����

For this� notice that� Lf	 � dtj
p

mod I�k��p� � � means

that Lf	 � dtj
p
�
Prk

i	� 
i � 	ijp � � for convenient ��

forms 
i and 	i � �d�i � Lf �idt�� as in �i�� Since
fdt� 	i � i � f�� � � � � rkgg is a basis for span

�
I�k�� dt


� from

the Cartan Lemma �see section ��� we conclude that

Lf	�p� � span
�
I�k�� dt


�p�� Then� ����� follows from �����

and equation ����� for J � I�k� and J ��� � I�k����

If 	 � d� � Lf �dt then 'Lf	 � I����� By ����� and from
lemma � part �i�� it follows that Lf	 � I�k�� To complete
the proof of �ii� it su�ces to note that� by �i�� I�k��� has a
basis of this particular form�

�iii� We show �rst that

The set fLf	��p�� � � � � Lf	r�p�g � span
�
I�k���� dt


�p�

is independent mod span
�
I�k���� dt


�p��

�����
For this� assume that there exists 	 in I�k��� and functions
i � C��N � such that� for p � N �

�	 � �dt�
rX

i	�

iLf	i�

�����
p

� �

Hence

f!	 �
rX

i	�

�Lfi�	i" � �dt� Lf �
rX

i	�

i	i�g

�����
p

� �

Since !	 �
Pr

i	��Lfi�	i"�p� � I�k����p�� it follows that
Lf �

Pr

i	� i	i�jp � span
�
I�k���� dt


�p�� It follows from

����� that �
Pr

i	� i	i��p� � I�k��p� and hence the set
f	�� � � �	rg is not linearly independent mod I�k� in p � N �
To conclude the proof� note that �iii� is a straightforward
consequence of lemma ��the condition ����� and from the
fact that Lf �d�i � Lf �idt� � I����� �


